Charge-transfer complexes of conjugated polymers as intermediates in charge photogeneration for organic photovoltaics
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1. Introduction

The improvement in the efficiency of plastic solar cells requires advanced management of the electronic structures of the materials in order to balance the optical gap, open circuit voltage, and charge separation/transport efficiency in the cell. The energy levels of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the donor and acceptor are among the main parameters for such optimization. This promoted synthesis of a great variety of different polymers and fullerene derivatives. However, controlling and adjusting the properties of pristine donor and acceptor materials does not directly affect the charge dynamics in their blend. For instance, recent studies[1–6] have indicated that charge photogeneration in polymer–fullerene blends occurs mostly via an intermediate state(s) at the polymer–fullerene interface [7,8]. These states are associated with the weak charge-transfer complex (CTC) which is formed between polymer donor and fullerene acceptor. Because the donor–acceptor blends in efficient organic solar cells are phase-separated, there are three manifolds of electronic states associated with the donor (polymer), acceptor (fullerene), and their CTC, respectively. As a result, formation of free charges in the blends takes place in at least two steps, where the second step includes charge transfer from the CTC to the acceptor and/or donor materials. Obviously, the efficiency of such a charge-transfer process depends on many factors including, apart from properties of pristine donor and acceptor, the energy of CTC states [3], the excess energy provided by absorbed photon [9], and local blend morphology.

A direct study of charge generation through the CTC states in the polymer–fullerene blends is possible[10] but quite challenging because, first, the CTC absorption band is not very pronounced, and, second, it partly overlaps with the fullerene absorption. Therefore, it would be advantageous to start with a material where all three manifolds of states (donor, acceptor, and CTC) are easily distinguishable. In our previous work[11], we suggested that ternary blends of a conjugated polymer with low-molecular-weight acceptors [12] and fullerene can serve as the model for such a kind of system. In the ternary blend, the initial charge separation occurs within the donor–acceptor pair that forms a pronounced CTC. After that, the electron is further transferred to the fullerene and then diffuses away from the hole [11].

In previous studies[11,13], the main emphasis was put on the ultrafast charge recombination and the very possibility of the consecutive charge transfer for which the excitation wavelength was deliberately chosen to coincide with CTC absorption band. However, there remains one important but still unaddressed question that concerns the general prevalence of the CTC-mediated charge separation: Does the direct photoexcitation of the polymer provide charge generation via the same CTC states as the excitation of the charge-transfer band? The answer has far-reaching consequences for fundamental understanding of the photophysics in the donor–acceptor blends as well as for the development of CTC-based photovoltaic materials.

In this Letter, the early-time dynamics of photoinduced charges in materials with CTCs formed between MEH-PPV and organic...
acceptors are investigated using time-resolved photoinduced absorption (PIA) spectroscopy. We observed that regardless the particular excitation wavelength (be it in the charge-transfer band or in the polymer absorption band) the photoexcitation of the binary CTC blends results in sub-100 fs generation of localized charges being followed by fast and pronounced geminate recombination. Excitation energy invariance also extends to the ternary blends of CTC and fullerenes ($C_{60}$), where the recombination is suppressed by formation of a new charge-transfer pathway from CTC to $C_{60}$.

The similarities in charge dynamics indicate that the CTC excited states serve as an efficient intermediate for the charge photogeneration in all the materials studied. The conclusions of the ultrafast experiments are confirmed by studying the long-time behavior of charges in CTC-based materials with a photocurrent spectroscopy.

2. Experimental

The photoinduced absorption (PIA) spectroscopy is built upon the fact that surplus charge on a conjugated molecule induces new allowed states inside its optical gap, thereby forming additional absorption bands in the IR spectral range. The well-known fingerprints of charged states in the widely-studied conjugated polymer MEH-PPV are the low energy (LE) and high energy (HE) absorption bands at $\sim0.5$ and $1.3$ eV, respectively [14]. An ultrafast modification of PIA utilizes a pair of pulses one of which excites charges in the polymer while another probes the time-dependent concentration of the photogenerated charges by monitoring the IR charge-induced bands. An additional option, which potential is still to be exploited in organic photovoltaics, is the polarization-sensitive version of PIA, where the change of the polarization state of the HE [15–17] and LE probe [13] is observed, thereby providing information on charge and energy transfer in the polymer.

Time- and spectrally-resolved PIA experiments were performed using setup described in Ref. [13]. A home-built Ti:Sapphire amplifier was used to pump a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier providing visible excitation pulses (40 fs, 10 nJ per pulse) and an optical parametric amplifier providing the IR probe [18]. The 5 nJ probe pulses, with duration of $\sim70$ fs and a bandwidth of $\sim300$ cm$^{-1}$ FWHM, were positioned in the center of the LE polaron band at $3300$ cm$^{-1}$. The polarization of the IR-probe beam was rotated by 45° with respect to the polarization of the visible pump beam. After the sample, the probe component parallel or perpendicular to the pump was selected by a wire-grid polarizer (extinction 1:100) and detected by a InSb photodiode. All time-resolved PIA data were obtained at 300 K under nitrogen flow.

A variety of blends of the following materials were used (Fig. 1): poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV), 1,5-dinitroantraquinone (DNAQ), 2,4,7-trinitrofluorenone (TNF) and fullerene $C_{60}$. We chose the $C_{60}$ fullerene instead of its widely-used soluble derivative PCBM because of its $\sim0.1$ eV higher electron affinity as compared to PCBM. The higher electron affinity warrants the increase of the driving force in the DNAQ/fullerene and/or TNF/fullerene electron transfer. Indeed, our preliminary experiments on MEH-PPV/DNAQ/PCBM blends indicated a modest increase in the charge generation efficiency only, in sharp contrast with the results of Ref. [11] where the $C_{60}$ addition resulted in a substantial enhancement of the long-lived charge production.

During the preparation of binary and ternary blends each component was separately dissolved in chlorobenzene at a concentration of 2 g/l. Films were drop-casted on microscope cover-glass substrates and typically had a $\sim200$ nm thickness. The donor–acceptor ratios in MEH-PPV/DNAQ and MEH-PPV/TNF blends were chosen 1:0.3 to provide the maximum CTC concentration in the films [19]. For preparation of ternary blends the solutions were mixed with weight ratios of the components MEH-PPV/CTC-acceptor/$C_{60}$ of 1/0.3/0.2. The absorption spectra were recorded with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer.

For the photocurrent measurements, sandwich-type samples were prepared on ITO-covered glass substrates. A PEDOT:PSS layer was spin-cast onto the ITO-side. Next, an active layer of MEH-PPV/acceptor chlorobenzene solution was spin-cast (at 1000 rpm) on top of the PEDOT:PSS layer. The active layer absorbed less than 50% of the incident light (the thickness did not exceed 50 nm) so that internal filter effects can be ruled out. The small sample thickness also allowed us to disregard interference and sample-thickness effects [20,21] which could potentially influence the measured external quantum efficiency (EQE) [22]. For instance, the modulation of EQE spectra in the 500–650 nm region is estimated to be no more than 10% with 20% variations in the sample thickness. Aluminum contacts were thermally deposited onto the active layer. The active layers of the photodiodes were illuminated through the substrate by a tungsten-halogen lamp, and the photocurrent was, after preamplification, measured by a lock-in amplifier at a 75 Hz modulation frequency.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 compares the optical absorption spectra of the donor polymer MEH-PPV, binary donor–acceptor blends (MEH-PPV/$C_{60}$, MEH-PPV/DNAQ, MEH-PPV/TNF), and ternary MEH-PPV/DNAQ/$C_{60}$ blend. The extinction coefficient of TNF and DNAQ is negligible in the depicted spectral range. Within the experimental accuracy, the absorption spectrum of the MEH-PPV/$C_{60}$ blend is a superposition of the individual spectra of MEH-PPV and $C_{60}$ indicating a relatively weak CTC oscillator strength in the MEH-PPV/$C_{60}$ blend [7]. On the other hand, MEH-PPV/DNAQ and MEH-PPV/TNF blends display a red shift of the MEH-PPV main absorption band and an
additional absorption shoulder extending into the optical gap of MEH-PPV. These changes are associated with the formation of pronounced CTC in the blends [12,19]. Photoluminescence of MEH-PPV in the ternary blends (not shown here) is quenched by three orders of magnitude which is 10 times more efficient than the photoluminescence quenching observed in MEH-PPV/C60. This provides the first indication that exciton dissociation in the ternary blend occurs mostly due to charge separation at the CTC formed between MEH-PPV and either DNAQ or TNF acceptor [12].

Remarkably, the CTC absorption in polymer–acceptor blends is not related to the acceptor electron affinity. In fact, in blends with MEH-PPV, the weaker DNAQ acceptor results in more intense CTC absorption as compared to the stronger fullerene acceptor. Moreover, earlier studies did not find any signatures of CTC in blends of conjugated polymers with such a strong electronic acceptor as TCNQ and its derivatives [23]. Following the Mulliken’s model [24], we have suggested that the overlap of the corresponding frontier molecular orbitals (donor’s HOMO and acceptor’s LUMO) is an important factor for CTC formation [11,25]. Therefore, elongated acceptors with a better match to the extended molecular orbitals of the conjugated chain are more beneficial for higher CTC absorption. This also explains the very weak polymer–fullerene CTC given the poor overlap between the spheroidal fullerene LUMO and the ribbon-type polymer HOMO. In contrast, the much more intensive CTC absorption in the blends with DNAQ and TNF can be assigned to better overlap between the corresponding molecular orbitals.

Top panels in Fig. 3 compare isotropic PIA transients in different binary blends after excitation at 650 nm where MEH-PPV is almost transparent (open symbols), and near the maximum of the polymer absorption band at 540 nm (solid symbols). In either MEH-PPV/DNAQ or MEH-PPV/TNF CTC, the red (650 nm) optical pumping corresponds to direct photoexcitation of the charge-transfer band. The complementary measurements on the binary MEH-PPV/DNAQ and MEH-PPV/TNF CTCs with excitation at 620 and 800 nm (not discussed in the current Letter) did not display any essential difference of the PIA transients as compared to those observed at 650 nm. The PIA traces for the CTCs are dominated by a prominent and fast multi-exponential decay previously explained by geminate recombination of photogenerated charges [13]. The PIA transients at long time, was also confirmed by recent studies of Holt et al. [26]. The anisotropy behavior after the excitation into the CTC band was previously assigned[13] to localization of charges. In this respect, a 1:0.3 concentration is optimal as almost all acceptors are involved in the CTCs and there is still no phase separation in the blend.

In contrast to the blends with a pronounced CTC formation, the PIA transient for the MEH-PPV/C60 blend (where CTC transition oscillator strength is relatively weak) [7] displays a minor decay, thereby indicating that the majority of induced charges are long-lived (Fig. 3c). Thus, isotropic transients for different blends show an interesting trend: the efficiency of charge recombination increases with the increasing oscillator strength of the CTC transition (Fig. 2). Such behavior can be explained in the frame of Mulliken’s model [24]. The efficiency of recombination is proportional to the overlap between the wave functions of ground and charge-separated states. This overlap is, in turn, related to the shift of electron density from donor to acceptor in the ground state, and, therefore, to the value of CTC-transition dipole moment.

Lower panels in Fig. 3 compare evolution of the PIA anisotropy in the binary blends following red and green excitation. In the MEH-PPV/C60 blend the anisotropy immediately after excitation is low (Fig. 3f) and keeps on decaying with time as a result of energy and charge transport [13]. In contrast, the transient anisotropies in both the MEH-PPV/TNF and MEH-PPV/DNAQ blends have high initial values and stay persistently at high levels for both excitation wavelengths. The anisotropy behavior after the excitation into the CTC band was previously assigned[13] to localization of charges within the parent CTC chain and/or with high local order of conjugated segments involved in the CTC. The main feature that the anisotropy stays constant within the 10 ps recombination time, was also confirmed by recent studies of Holt et al. [26]. The anisotropy increase at longer times was previously explained as interplay between responses of the short- and long-lived subensembles due to the fact that anisotropy is not an additive value [13]. The different long-time dynamics of anisotropy reported by Holt et al. [26] could be a consequence of a variety of factors, like different pump and probe wavelengths, excitation repetition rate, and sample morphology.

The similarities in the anisotropy dynamics observed at different excitation wavelengths, support our conclusion about the
involvement of the charge-transfer state in the light-to-charge conversion at very different photon energies. Particularly, the high initial anisotropy value implies that generation of charges is not preceded by the intermediate intramolecular exciton states typical for conjugated polymers [28]. At longer delay times, the anisotropy level with green excitation (i.e., into the polymer absorption band) is only slightly lower than that with red excitation (direct CTC absorption). Similarly to the isotropic PIA, this is indicative of a minor effect of the excess energy on the long-term charge separation efficiency.

Fig. 4 presents isotropic transients at the wavelength of the LE PIA band in the ternary blends of MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 (a, c) and MEH-PPV/TNF/C60 (b, d), at red (620 nm) and green (540 nm) excitation; the data for the binary blends are also shown for direct comparison. The PIA decays in the ternary MEH-PPV/TNF/C60 blend at either frequency are almost indistinguishable from those in the MEH-PPV/TNF CTC. This signifies that the excess energy provided by the 540 nm excitation does not lead to creation of additional long-lived charges in the ternary blend as compared to its binary counterpart. Hence, in the MEH-PPV/TNF/C60 blend the excitation reaches the CTC state and becomes localized within the donor–acceptor pair independently of the initial absorption into the polymer or charge-transfer band. Further charge separation appears to be unlikely due to the small difference in LUMO energies between TNF and C60 [11].

In sharp contrast to the TNF case, the PIA transients in the ternary blend MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 (Fig. 4b and d) are significantly different from those in the binary MEH-PPV/DNAQ blend. As we have demonstrated before [11] the ternary MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 blend provides a more efficient generation of long-lived charges as compared to MEH-PPV/DNAQ when excited into the CTC band (Fig. 4b). This was attributed to a consecutive electron transfer from the DNAQ to the fullerene within the first few ps after excitation, aided by the difference in LUMO levels. Surprisingly, PIA transients in the MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 ternary blend excited in the polymer absorption (Fig. 4d) do not differ much from those with the CTC excitation. This evidences that the charge generation and transfer follow the same pathway in both cases which is only possible if the charge separation in the ternary blend occurs similarly to the binary one, i.e., solely via the CTC states. Furthermore, for 540 nm excitation wavelength, the geminate recombination is more pronounced in the ternary blend than in MEH-PPV/C60 blend (Fig. 4d). This occurs because consecutive charge transfer is not 100% efficient; our previous estimate yielded ~30% efficiency after excitation into the CTC band [11]. The incompletely suppressed geminate recombination of CTC charge-separated states results in decreasing of the EQE (vide infra).

As follows from the time-resolved data, the photophysics in the ternary blends cannot be treated as a simple superposition of the independent processes in the corresponding binary blends. In the MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 blend, the nonadditive behavior originates from a consecutive character of the process: the electron is first transferred to DNAQ and only then to the fullerene [11]. In the MEH-PPV/TNF/C60, the presence of TNF completely excludes C60 from the photophysics in the blend. This can be a consequence of several factors. First, for MEH-PPV/TNF ratio used (1:0.3), almost each conjugated segment of polymer is involved in the CTC [19] and, therefore, the CTC state is readily available. Second, due to strong absorption in the optical gap of MEH-PPV, the CTC can work as an efficient energy trap, collecting all the excitons formed at MEH-PPV via resonant energy transfer to the CTC [29] before they have dissociated into charges at the MEH-PPV/C60 interface.

Fig. 5a shows photocurrent action spectra of photodiodes with ternary blend, MEH-PPV/DNAQ CTC, and pure polymer used as the active layers. In agreement with the spectroscopic data (Fig. 4b and d), addition of C60 to the MEH-PPV/DNAQ blend increases the EQE of the photodiodes by more than one order of magnitude in visible and by almost three orders in the MEH-PPV optical gap. Absolute values of EQE in the MEH-PPV/C60 and ternary MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 blends are comparable (Fig. 5b). As
expected [11], the EQE in the ternary blend noticeably increases (up to 30%) in the red flank of the spectrum as compared to MEH-PPV/C60 due to the formation of MEH-PPV/DNAQ CTC which extends the photosensitivity of the material into the red. In the green part of the spectrum the EQE of the ternary blend device is lower, which is also in line with the results of ultrafast measurements (Fig. 4d) of incompletely suppressed geminate recombination of CTC charge-separated states. Similarly, the increase of EQE in the red flank is clearly correlated with the change of the absorption spectra (Fig. 2) and with the isotropic PIA transients (Fig. 4b). Furthermore, the PIA data at the millisecond time scale also indicate higher red photosensitivity of the ternary blends as compared to its binary counterpart [11]. All these signify that the observed changes in EQE are not due to interference effects in the active layer of the device [20,21].

Finally, we would like to comment on the similarities between the photophysics in the ternary MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 blend and phase-separated binary MEH-PPV/C60 blends [1,3,4,6]. In both cases, CTCs between the polymer and the acceptor (C60 or DNAQ) are responsible for the initial transformation of an exciton into a geminate charge pair and, therefore, serve as an intermediate state in charge photogeneration. However, apart from the interfacial (CTC) manifold, an additional manifold(s) of electronic states is required to promote efficient separation of the geminate pair into a pair of long-lived charges, as provided, for instance, by pristine donor or/and pristine acceptor [30]. In the phase separated polymer-fullerene blends, CTCs are located at the polymer-fullerene interface, from which an efficient electron and hole injection occurs into the fullerene and polymer domains, respectively. In contrast, binary polymer–acceptor blends with a relatively strong ground-state charge-transfer interaction are homogeneous up to relatively high acceptor concentrations [27]. This explains the observations that the binary blends of MEH-PPV with fullerene display very different yield of long-lived charges compared to blends with TNF (or DNAQ) [13,26]. However, the yield of long-lived charges drastically increases when an additional manifold of electron-accepting states is introduced into the MEH-PPV/DNAQ blend by fullerene doping. From this perspective, it is interesting to note

![Fig. 4. Transient PIA of the LE band in binary and ternary blends after excitation at 620 nm (a, b) and 540 nm (c, d). Upper plots compare PIA in MEH-PPV/TNF (triangles) and MEH-PPV/TNF/C60 (stars) blends. Bottom plots compare MEH-PPV/DNAQ (circles), and MEH-PPV/C60 (diamonds) blends to the ternary MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 blend (pentagons). The PIA transients in each panel are normalized according to the maximum of absorption bands to account for variations in samples thickness, but not scaled otherwise. Solid lines represent multi-exponential fits to the data to guide the eye.](image1)

![Fig. 5. (a) Photocurrent action spectra of photodiodes containing MEH-PPV (orange short-dash-dotted curve), MEH-PPV/DNAQ (blue dashed curve) and MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 (green dash-dotted curve) films as an active layer. (b) Direct comparison of photocurrent action spectra of the MEH-PPV/C60 (red dashed curve and shaded contour) and MEH-PPV/DNAQ/C60 (green solid curve) based photodiodes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image2)
that an increase of TNF content from 20% (homogeneous blend) to the 50% (TNF domain formation) level, noticeably increases the lifetime of charges generated after red excitation [26].

4. Conclusion

We have performed a study of charge photogeneration in binary and ternary blends of a conjugated polymer MEH-PPV, with three organic acceptors: TNF, DNAQ, and C₆₀. According to the current understanding, all three acceptors form a ground-state charge-transfer complex (CTC) with MEH-PPV; but for TNF and DNAQ the CTCs are by far more pronounced than for C₆₀. We have observed that charge photogeneration dynamics in films with CTC formation do not depend on the energy of the absorbed photon. The CTC photoexcitation always results in sub-100 fs generation of charges followed by fast and pronounced geminate recombination, regardless whether the charge-transfer or donor absorption band is excited. Similarly, the charge dynamics are only weakly dependent on the pump photon energy in ternary blends of CTC and fullerene C₆₀. This signifies, that, independently of photon energy, charge separation always occurs in two steps; first an electron is transferred to the CTC acceptor and then to the acceptor that is much less involved in the ground-state interaction with the donor. Therefore, our experiments demonstrate that the low-energy excited states of the CTC are key intermediates for charge generation in the donor–acceptor blends with charge-transfer interaction.
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